June’s Silence…
By Neyda H. Long

You softly left in silence,
Yesterday’s wounds just disappeared.
June was your name, June was there at the threshold of the ages,
Today, you just walked slowly toward the blue and silver road ahead,
With the word never spoken,
Naked of painful memories…
There is no pain, there is no sorrow anymore,
Just your silence and the road before you,
There is no need for crying anymore
There is no need for sorrow anymore.
Just the silence and the road before you.

Darkness and loneliness just left you, forever.
There is no need for painful memories… there are no more.
Just your peace and silence,
just the future has just begun,
just the tomorrow and the dawn of the new day,
new adventures, new stories to be written,
with your golden silence, always,
Suspended in the blue and silver light…
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